Students entering grades 5-8 will use their voices to express their connection to the natural world through performing arts, storytelling, and digital media.

Activities will provide students with opportunities to create their own stories, weaving in Tlingit language and culture, led by Emmy-nominated Tlingit writer Frank Henry Kaash Katasse.

Transportation to Floyd Dryden Middle School available daily. Lunch provided.

**IMPORTANT DATES:**

Camp: **JUNE 19 – 30**
Floyd Dryden Middle School, all day

Application deadline: **MAY 24**

APPLY: tinyurl.com/applySHIsummer2023

For details on all of SHI's summer programs, visit tinyurl.com/SHIsummer2023
For details on the Summer Storytelling Intensive, contact: danielle.koch@sealaska.com.